ELEVATE LEARNING
AT

EVERY CAREER STAGE
THE VALUE OF A
LEARNING PLATFORM
Do you want to improve employee
performance, increase satisfaction, and
allow your training budget to go further?
Do you notice a disconnect between
the educational opportunities available
and the way that your employees want
to learn? As employees transition
toward a mobile-first and readilyavailable mindset, business learning
and training methods must also evolve
to keep pace. With a learning platform,
you can provide employees a unified,
on-demand learning experience to help
them build the skills they need to
elevate their career and support your
business.
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SOLUTION BENEFITS
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Modern learning
Encourages knowledgesharing
Mobile-capable
Intuitive user experience

WHY YOUR PARTNER
MATTERS
Success is in the details. The right partner
will work with you from the start to map how
your Learning platform will support your
overall business strategy, identify specific
project goals, and optimize the solution to be
most effective for your employee population.
As a ‘Fast Follower’ for Workday, we bring
our deep experience and proven tools to

“87% of LMS users
choose a
cloud-based system”

make your learning project a success from
planning to post-production, with defined
validation checkpoints and testing at every
phase of your learning solution deployment.

Source: elearning.com

COLLABORATIVE VALUE
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TRULY COLLABORATIVE

Collaborative approach to
support a holistic learning
environment

You don’t just need a deployment partner,

Proven CynergyTM
methodology increases
speed-to-value

you pair driven clients with experienced

Experienced team
anticipates and mitigates
risk

collaborativesolutions.com

you need an ally. At Collaborative Solutions,
we believe one plus one equals three when
consultants. We evaluate your needs and
goals to help you understand your transition,
regardless of your current system. We pay

ph 1.888.545.5387

SAMPLE LEARNING
MODULE

close attention to your project scope, so
if unforeseen business challenges
arise, such as unplanned staffing
changes or a merger, we quickly adjust
to meet those new needs, mitigate
risks, and keep your deployment on
track.

MODERN LEARNING
The learning platform solutions we deploy

With our thorough analytic packages,

foster a knowledge-sharing environment,

your organization will:

allowing the subject experts to create

&

Understand how employees are

valuable content and freeing learning

learning to improve offerings

professionals to focus on strategic

continuously.

initiatives.

SAMPLE LEARNING
MODULE

&

Measure employee learning
progress around specific goals.

&

Empower all workers with a
consistent, engaging
experience across all devices.

&

Recognize how learning
impacts job performance and
retention.
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